
Introducing the Wessex LR Open platform
lift, the largest ‘open car’ design platform
lift, available from 1st Choice Stairlifts. 

With a generous 3-meter travel
capability and versatile side access, this
open platform lift is designed for both
indoor and outdoor use. Its sleek and
unobtrusive design effortlessly blends
into any environment.

Safety is paramount, and the Wessex LR
Open Platform lift delivers with features
like obstruction-detecting sensors, door
interlocking mechanisms, and an internal
alarm system. 

Designed to withstand the harshest
weather conditions, this is suitable for
outdoors for private homes, and outdoors
and indoors for commercial or public
buildings.

Wessex LR Open
Platform Lift

Call for a free quote: 0800 019 22 10

A versatile product to help negotiate
levels for wheelchair users

It can accommodate a weight
capacity of up to 30kgs that’s over 47
stone which will easily hold a
wheelchair user and their scooter or
wheelchair.
 
Custom-made to order in around 10 -
12 weeks

Comprehensive 1-year warranty 

24/7, 365 days a year emergency on-
call cover included in your warranty

Building works will be required to form
a level fixing base and a garden dig-
out may be required, which we can
quote for and project manage the
whole job from start to finish for you if
you wish.



Call 0800 019 22 10

Platform Safety Edges around the lift
that will stop the lift should it meet with
an obstruction

Battery Back-Up System If there is a
power cut while using the lift, it can be
driven to the lower level of the lift and
will then wait until the power comes
back on to resume normal service.

Emergency Manual Lowering to ensure
the lift will always lower down in the
event of an emergency

Suitable for both indoor and outdoor
use

Manual Interlocking upper and lower
gate for controlled entry and exit of the
lift

Fixed control stations with a joystick or
button at both levels ensuring the lift
can be called if not at the same level
as the user

Rust-free anodised aluminium to
provide a durable lift designed to
withstand the elements, ideal for any
outdoor installations

LR Open Lift  
Standard Features

Shallow ramp for safe and easy
access onto and off the platform

Anti-slip safety floor covering
designed to be hardwearing and
durable, providing a flooring that
prevents slipping and reduces
cosmetic damage



Call 0800 019 22 10

Key switched controls ensure
complete peace of mind and control
of the lift, limiting access to authorised
users only

Glass infill panel offers a transparent
barrier, providing both user protection
and visibility

Easy-to-use high specification
controls ensure full control and
convenience when using the lift

Powered gates eliminate the manual
action of opening the gate

Traveling Barrier adds an extra layer of
safety during travel, preventing
accidental falls or contact with moving
objects

Bridging system that provides steps
(for ambulant users) that fold in to
form the platform for the wheelchair
user when the lift is in the up position.

Custom colours and finishes (where
available)

Through and side access options to
ensure complete customisation to
your home/floor layout

LR Open Lift
 Optional Features



Call 0800 019 22 10

As well as platform lifts, we also
offer a range of new,
reconditioned, and rental
stairlifts for both straight and
curved stairs and home lifts.

Due to the nature of these
products, we only offer these
models as new and no
reconditioned or rental models
are available.

Is the Wessex LR Open Platform lift 
suitable for me?

To see if the Wessex LR Open lift is the
best solution for your needs call us on
01249 814528 for a friendly chat or to
arrange a no-obligation free home
survey for a quotation. We’ll measure
your available space and advise on
which model is the best solution for you.

If you would like to try our range of
curved, straight, and vertical Homelifts
out for yourself, then please make an
appointment for our showroom where
we will be able to demonstrate all the
features. You can even take one for a
test drive yourself!

Contact us for a free quote



Maximum Weight Limit –
300kg

Maximum Threshold Height
(mm) – 3000

Maximum Lift Speed
(mm/sec) - 80

Certification – 2006/42/EC.
EN 81-40

Technical Specifications

25 Harris Road
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate
Calne, Wiltshire, SN11 9PT

Call: 01249 814528/0800 019 22 10
www.1stchoicestairlifts.com
www.1stchoicehomelifts.com

1st Choice Stairlifts are an authorised dealer for the Wessex product range with qualified
manufacturer trained engineers on the installation and maintenance of their wheelchair lifts


